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1. Noise and Maximum Data Rate

(a) A binary signal is sent through a 2 kHz wide analog channel. What is a sampling
rate that is sufficient to make sure it is possible to reconstruct the message at the
receiving end?

(b) A binary signal is sent via a 3 kHz wide channel with a signal to noise ratio of 20 dB.
Calculate the maximum data rate.

(c) A quaternary signal shall be sent via a 20 MHz wide channel. The medium ex-
periences interference. We measure a signal to noise ratio of 30 dB. Calculate the
maximum data rate.

2. From Analog Data to Digital Signals

Consider a scenario where an analog voice sample has to be transmitted via a digital
network.

(a) Explain how this can be achieved.

(b) Discuss which errors can occur.

3. (Differential) Manchester Encoding

Consider to have measured the following signal.

The vertical lines represent the end of a bit. Specify the original bit sequence that was
encoded with

(a) Manchester baseband encoding (also called biphase-level) and

(b) Differential Manchester.

(c) Are the sequences unambiguous?

4. Additional Data Encoding

The following bit sequence shall be encoded: 0101110010. Represent the sequence in a
time-voltage-diagram using:

(a) Non-Return-to-Zero (NRZ),

(b) Return-to-Zero (RZ),

(c) Differential-Non-Return-to-Zero

(d) Manchester,

(e) and Differential-Manchester encoding.
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5. Modulation

A sender transmits the bit sequence 000110010011. A combination of amplitude shift
keying (ASK) and differential phase shift keying (Differential PSK) is used. The base
frequency is f. Differential phase shift keying means that the signal is shifted by the
given phase relative to the current value. The following coding table is to be used:

Symbol Amplitude Phase Shift

00 1 0
01 2 0
10 1 π
11 2 π

For simplicity each symbol is sent for 1
2
T .

(a) In the following diagram the base signal s(t) = sin(2πft) for 1
f

seconds is shown.
Continue the signal waveform based on the given bit sequence.
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(b) The receiver has scanned the values 0, 1, 0, 0, -1, 1, 0, 0, 2 at the times depicted in
the following diagram. For higher efficiency, consider every 3-tupel of bits encoded
as follows:

Symbol Amplitude Phase

000 1 0
001 2 0
010 1 π

2

011 2 π
2

100 1 π
101 2 π
110 1 3π

2

111 2 3π
2

Modulate the transferred bit sequence and sketch the signal waveform.
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